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Numbering E xplained

Nearly all paper money is numbered in some way or
other. The French, British, and Americans, all use
different systems of numbering. Cracking a particular
system is often a challenge, like deciphering a secret code,
but once done, the pleasure and knowledge gained there-
by will far outweigh any effort expended. For example, if
there are signature varieties of a note in a given series,
estimates of the numbers printed will be essential infor-
mation in determining the relative scarcity of each. Or
even if there are no varieties, the same information may
help decide whether a note on offer is a bargain or not.
Many countries, notably France and her colonies, use the
system described below. With minor modifications, most
of which will be explained, the same system has been used
by countries as diverse as Laos, Chad, and Montenegro,
and many, many others. 1
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We will begin by considering a simple case and then
turn to more difficult examples. To start, some termin-
ology is needed. In the lower left of the illustrated 500
Piastre note is a letter, "W", followed by a number, "8".
This combination of letter plus number is called the
"block group", or "block" for short. Thus the letter "W"
is called the "block letter" and the number "8" is called
the "block number". The number in the bottom right,
"219", is the "serial" and this should not be confused
with the "serial number", the number in the top center,
"0199219". In summary, then, we have:

W.8: block group or block
W: block letter

8: block number
219: serial

0199219: serial number
Since the serial occurs as the last three digits of the

serial number, it is apparent that there is some
connection between the serial number on the one hand
and the block group and the serial on the other. What is
this connection? The answer lies hidden in the block
group. The first thousand notes of this note type (French
Indochina Pick 26) will all have block group A.1 and serial
numbers between 0000001 and 0001000 inclusive, the
next thousand will have block group B.1 and serial num-
bers between 0001001 and 0002000, the next thousand
block group C.1 and serial numbers between 0002001 and
0003000, and so on. The serial, in contrast to the serial
number, here serves as a counter of the notes in block;
thus, of the thousand notes in block B.1, the 349th will
have serial 349 and its serial number will be 0001349. All
of these notes and block groups, because they have block
number 1, are said to belong to the first alphabet. When
this alphabet is exhausted, a new one is started; the block

letter reverts back to "A", the block number changes to
"2", and the serial numbers continue increasing as before.
And when this, the second alphabet is exhausted, the
block letter again reverts to "A", the block number
changes to "3" (the third alphabet), and the process re-
peats itself, and so on and so on. To complete the story,
two further refinements must be added: on most French
printed notes 1) the letter "I" is not used as a block letter,
and 2) the letter "W" comes after "Z", at the very end of
the alphabet. In all other respects, the alphabet used is
the familiar ABC's.

Figure 1. Cambodian Consonants and Numerals.
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Given the above account of French numbering, it now
becomes a simple matter to compute the serial number
from the serial and block group. We first determine how
many block groups precede W.8, the block group of the
500 Piastre note. This number is multiplied by 1000 —
each block contains a thousand notes — and then the ser-
ial, provided it is not 000, is added to the result of the
multiplication. The reason for the proviso is that on
French notes, assuming that we are working with three-
digit serials, the order of the serials will be 001, 002, . .
998, 999, 000. Thus 000 follows 999 and is therefore the
serial of the last or 1000th note of a block. In such cases,
1000 (not 000!) is added to the result obtained from the
multiplication.

In practice the arithmetic is easy. The block number
"8" tells us that seven alphabets, each containing 25
blocks, 2 have already been exhausted and the block
letter "W" tells us that in the 8th alphabet all the block
groups preceding "W" have likewise been used. Thus 199
block groups precede W.8:

7 X 25 = 175 (25 blocks per alphabet)
+ 24 (24 letters/blocks precede "W")

199 blocks precede W.8

Multiplying 199 by 1000 and then adding the serial, 219,
yields 199219, the serial number. As another example,
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consider the illustrated 1 Piastre note. It has block group
R.4661. Thus the number of blocks that precede R.4661 is
116,516:

4660 X 25 = 116500 (4660 alphabets exhausted)
+	 16 (16 letters/blocks precede "R")

116516 blocks precede R.4661

As before, multiplying 116516 by 1000 and then adding
the serial will yield the serial number, that is 116516612.

If a note already has a serial number, it is, of course,
senseless to spend time computing it. Many notes, how-
ever, do not have printed serial numbers and this is where
the above computation techniques come in handy. Our
third example is just such a case and also illustrates an
important modification to the procedure. Suppose a note
has block group C.7 and serial 90479. Notice first that the
serial contains fine digits. What this means is that the
serials on notes of this type run from 00001 to 00000.
with 00000 following 99999, and so there are 100,000
notes per block. In computing the serial number we may
proceed as before, but instead of multiplying by 1000, we
must now use 100,000. Working the serial number out, we
find that 152 blocks precede C.7:

6 X 25 = 150 (6 alphabets exhausted)
+ 2 (2 blocks/letters precede "C")

152 blocks precede C.7
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MultiplyingMultiplying 152 by 100,000 and then adding the serial
gives 15290479, the serial number. The point to remem-
ber here is that the number of digits in the serial deter-
mines the size of the blocks: a note type with one-digit
serials has ten notes per block, a note type with two-digit
serials has a hundred notes per block, and so on. Thus,
since both notes in the first two examples had three-digit
serials, each block contained a thousand notes.

Two further complications are illustrated by the next
example. As to be expected, many countries do not use
the English alphabet or Western numerals on their notes.
For example, although the illustrated 5 Riel note of
Cambodia has a Western serial (847626), the block group
(6\515) ) is Cambodian, the letter " " followed by the
numeral " 1 With a dictionary or manual of foreign
alphabets, 3 this initial obstacle of a foreign language
may easily be surmounted. The real difficulty lies in de-
termining 1) which letters of the alphabet are block
letters (recall the omission of "I" by the French), and in
determining 2) the order in which those block letters are
used (recall that "W" came after "Z"). In the case of the
Cambodia series, the required research has already been
done. 4 Figure 1 lists in order 33 Cambodian consonants,
these being the only letters used as block letters. Thus
each "alphabet" (in the technical sense) contains exactly
33 blocks, and since the serial (847626) has six digits,
each of these blocks contains 1,000,000 notes. Given this
information, the serial number may be computed as be-
fore. First we determine how many blocks precedeaig
multiply this by 1,000,000, and then add on the serial.
Because 1g) =2, one complete alphabet containing 33
blocks has already been exhausted, and since a is the
28th block letter, 27 blocks of the second alphabet have

likewise been exhausted. Hence a total of 60 blocks pre-
cede	 it) :

1 X 33 = 33 (1 alphabet exhausted)
+ 27 (27 letters/blocks precede " 	 " )

60 blocks precede a 19

Multiplying 60 by 1,000,000 and adding the serial gives
60, 847, 626, the serial number. (Still with us? Yes, then
why not test your skills by computing the serial number
of a note with blockILI and serial 68101. The answer is
in the footnote; no, don't peek!) 5

Two questions remain unanswered: how do we find out
which letters of a given alphabet are block letters and
how do we know the order in which they are used?
Roughly, the answer is to work backwards, starting with
notes which do have printed serial numbers. Consider the
three Lao notes that are illustrated. Each has a different
block letter but all have the same block number, namely
1. Because the block number is 1, all of these notes must
be from the first alphabet and consequently the only
blocks that can precede, say n1, are blocks in the first
alphabet. Working backwards, we subtract the serial
(094431) from the serial number (008094431) and get
008000000. And since the serial has six digits, we divide
008000000 by 1,000,000 — remember, in working
forwards we multiplied. The result of the division is, of
course, eight and this is the number of blocks in the first
alphabet that precedes Ill.  Or in other words, eight is
the number of block letters that precede (1 and so
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must be the 9th letter of the "alphabet". Similarly, n
and fl are the 10th and 11th letters respectively. The
remaining block letters and their order may be discovered
in the same way; all that is required is patience and a
mixed sample of notes, one exhibiting a variety of block
groups. The Laos series is an especially good one to
practice on, for the notes are plentiful, inexpensive, and
come with and without printed serial numbers. Moreover,
different numbering systems and alphabets are used
within the series, so that once one system is cracked,
there is still the challenge of another. 6

It is not possible to discuss all the complications that
may arise or to consider all the ways of handling them, for
some are unique to a given note type. Nonetheless, be-
cause they are easily overlooked, the following possi-
bilities are worth mentioning: the alphabet or block let-
ters used for one note type may not be the same for an-
other note type in the same series (e.g., on one type "I"
and "0 - may be omitted but only "I" on another); the
order of the alphabet may vary from type to type (this
happens rarely: "Z", for example, may come last); there is
a break or change in the numbering (this sometimes
happens with a change in signatures); there are special re-
placement block groups (these usually have impossibly
high block numbers); 7 the block number and block letter
exchange roles (that is, for example, A.1 is followed by
A.2 and not B.2, A.2 is followed by A.3 and not B.3, etc.);
and finally, the printer may have slipped up (foreign block
letters are known to have been printed upside down)! In
most cases, however, collectors need only follow the ex-

amples worked out earlier, for exceptions occur infre-
quently and when they do — well, that's the challenge of
cracking the system! 8

NOTES
1. For example, the system has been used by the follow-

countries: Algeria, Belgium, Cambodia, Cameroon, the
Central African Republic, the Comoro Islands, the
Congo, the Equatorial African States, Guadaloupe, etc.

2. Recall that since "I" is omitted, the "alphabet" con-
tains 25 (not 26) letters. Remember too that "W" is the
last or 25th letter.

3. Reynolds and Gleichen's Alphabets of Foreign Lang-
uages, reprinted 1958, is useful for a number of lang-
uages.

4. See "Signature and Other Varieties of Cambodian
Banknotes", Spink;s Numismatic Circular, March 1979.

5. "028468101"
6. Two Lao block groups receive special attention in

"Some Lao Papermoney Varieities", Spink's Numis-
matic Circular, November 1978.

7. For examples of special blocks being reserved for re-
placement notes, see the articles cited in notes 4 and 6.

8. The terminology used in this article is standard among
some authors. Other terms, however, are also in com-
mon use; for example, "prefix letter" and "series
letter" are sometimes used instead of "block letter".
The term "series letter" has much to recommend it, but
unfortunately "series" is already used is too many di-
verse (and inconsistent!) ways.
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